
Call Number: 2013-039/001

Hans Mohr's files for professional organizations

(1) Certificates 1982-2002

(2) Professional activities 1956-1992

(3) Law Commission of Canada 1975, 1998-1999

Call Number: 2013-039/002

Correspondence of Hans Mohr

(1) Report on obscene and indecent literature. -- File
consists of a report entitled "Report on Obscene and
Indecent Literature" written by Mohr when he was a
research consultant for the Department of Attorney
General in 1958.

1958

(2) Correspondence. -- File consists of handwritten and
typed correspondence grouped by Mohr from the 1970s
including a memo from Osgoode Staff Social Club 1977
regarding an update on the state of membership and
monetary details.

197-

(3) Correspondence. -- File consists of handwritten and
typed correspondence, as well as postcards and
greeting cards. Some letters are written in German from
the Max Planck Institute and Hans F. Zacher. File
includes: a paper from Andrew J. Foley entitled "Two
interrelated lectures on contemporary religious
experience"; typed letters written by Mohr; letters from
Paul Roazen, Howard Wilson, Robert Siemens, Martin L.
Friedland, Allan Blakeney, and from colleagues and
friends from Dalhousie Law School, The University of
Winnipeg, York University, University of Lancaster,
Tel-Aviv University, University of Toronto.

1980-1982

(4) Correspondence. -- File consists of handwritten and
typed correspondence, greeting cards and postcards.
File includes: correspondence and excerpts from a
manuscript "Dangerous sexual offender legislation in
Canada, 1948-1977 : an experiment that failed" by Cyril
Greenland from the Canadian Journal of Criminology;
correspondence with Real Jubenville regarding
dangerous sexual offenders legislation; and a short
article by Cyril Greenland entitled "Reflections on the
Popen inquiry report."

1983

(5) Correspondence. -- File consists of handwritten and
typed correspondence from friends and colleagues
including Donald MacDougall, Elaine Borins, Richard
Ball, Paul Roazen, Stephen Riley, F.K. Stanzel, and
Anthon Storr, as well as copies of letters written by
Mohr. Some letters are written in German.

1984

(6) Correspondence. -- File consists of handwritten and
typed correspondence from friends and colleagues
including Robert Siemens, Harry W. Arthurs, Hans F.

1985
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Zacher, and Paul Roazen, as well as copies of letters
written by Mohr. Some letters are written in German.

(7) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
from friends and colleagues including Duncan Kennedy,
Andrew Petter, W.R. Outerbridge, and John Meisel, as
well as copies of letters written by Mohr. Some letters
are written in German or French.

1986-1987

(8) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
from friends and colleagues including Alan Hunt, D.E.L.
Macdonald, Darryl S. Innes, James F. Felstiner, Cyril
Greenland, Doug Chalke, and Jean Ouellette, as well as
copies of letters written by Mohr. Some letters are
written in German.

1988-1989

Call Number: 2013-039/003

(1) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence,
greeting cards and postcards from friends and
colleagues including Paul Roazen, Randall M. Rothbart,
T. David Marshall, Opher Levenberg, Murray Rankin,
Archie M. Zariski, and Maureen A. Maloney, as well as
copies of letters written by Mohr. Some letters are
written in German. File also includes a poem entitled
"The junction" by Henning von Baue andr a copy of a
newspaper article entitled "Kosinski returned the gift of
life on his own terms."

1990-1991

(2) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence and
greeting cards from friends and colleagues including R.
Edward Turner, Pax Wilson, Alan D. Reid, Cyril
Greenland, Paul Roazen, A. Kim Campbell, Andrew
Young, and J.C. MacPherson, as well as copies of
letters written by Mohr. Some letters are written in
German.

1992-1993

(3) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence and
greeting cards from friends and colleagues including
Allan C. Hutchinson, Marilyn L. Pilkington, Brian L.
Morris, and Gail Valaskakis, as well as copies of letters
written by Mohr. Some letters are written in German. File
also includes an article by Robert Glossop entitled "From
'happy days' to 'Murphy Brown' or why I don't really feel
post-modern even though nostalgia ain't what it used to
be" and copies of newspaper articles sent by colleagues.

1994-1995

(4) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence and
greeting cards from friends and colleagues including
Noel Lyon, Marilouise Kroker from CTheory, Bruce
Ryder, Ron Bouchard, and Fergus J. O'Connor, as well
as copies of letters written by Mohr. Some letters are
written in German or French. File also includes
newspaper articles about Elie Wiesel and book reviews
from the Globe and Mail, and an article written in
German sent by a colleague.

1996-1998

(5) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
from friends and colleagues including Antonio Lamer,
Murray Wilson, Ian A. Stuart, Peter W. Hogg, Bob
Martens, and M. Louise Marchand, as well as copies of
letters written by Mohr. Some letters are written in
German. File also includes: an article by Michael

1999-2002
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Shelden entitled "The road to publication," and an article
written in German entitled "Neoliberalism und
pornographic: the enemy in my bed."

(6) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
from friends and colleagues including Michael
Gormann-Thelen, M. Tippett, Alfred Wirth, and Daniel S.
Perlitz, as well as copies of letters written by Mohr.
Some letters are written in German. File also includes a
newspaper obituary for Robert (Bob) Miller; David
Andrew's article entitled "Climates for landscapes" and a
copy of an article by Theodore Shapiro entitled "Naming
the unnamable."

2003-2007

(7) Miscellaneous. -- File consists of a report entitled "The
discussion on the legalization of mercy killings in medical
and nursing institutions in Nazi Germany from 1938 until
1941," a journal and article in German.

[199-?]

(8) Miscellaneous. -- File consists of an article entitled
"Cosmos and psyche: intimations of a new world view"
by Richard Tarnas, cartoon and magazine clippings, an
obituary for John Douglas Morecroft Griffin, and copies
of articles by Jim Holt, Mark Edmundson, Paul Q.
Beeching, Umberto Eco, Anders Henriksson, and Dennis
Mills.

1990-2007

Call Number: 2013-039/004

(1) Miscellaneous. -- File consists of letters and poems by
Bradley Crawford, as well as handwritten school work
completed by Mohr in Germany. File also includes: a
paper entitled "Dynamics of social progress :
considerations on the dynamic changes of social
patterns" with a grade and annotations, most likely
written by Mohr, and an article entitled "Is this political :
the art of Alex Colville" by C.E.S. Franks.

[19--]

(2) Roderick Macdonald. -- File consists of correspondence
between Mohr and Roderick A. Macdonald regarding
personal matters, as well as criticisms of texts such as
"Lessons of everyday law," the work of the Law Reform
Commission of Canada and career advancements.

2001-2005

(3) Paul Roazen. -- File consists of correspondence
between Mohr and Paul Roazen regarding publishing
articles and books, editing articles, personal matters,
philosophy. legal theory, and psychology. File also
includes an application form to the American
Philosophical Society regarding a research proposal
about psychoanalysis.

1992-2005

(4) Robert "Bob" Siemens. -- File consists of
correspondence between Robert "Bob" Siemens
regarding personal matters, critiques and suggestions
about Mohr's manuscripts written during his retirement,
such as 'Idiotic logic' and 'The absence of presence / the
presence of absence,' sociology, and humanities. File
also includes: a printed online article about the
cognitive-psychological study of ayahuasca, philosophy,
and a newsletter from the Anabaptist Sociology and
Anthropology Association.

1986-2001
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(5) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of letters and postcards
from Peter Fitzpatrick that discuss numerous topics
including upcoming articles, theory, philosophy, legal
theory, and legal education. File also includes letters that
discuss critiques and suggestions about Mohr's
manuscripts written during his retirement, such as 'The
banality of evil / the evil of banality.'

1988-2008

(6) Michel Silberfeld. -- File consists of letters from Michel
Silberfeld regarding personal matters, articles and book
reviews, theory, and religion.

1998-2005

(7) Harry Arthurs. -- File consists of letters from Harry
Arthurs regarding personal matters, upcoming articles,
politics, and theory. File also includes letters that discuss
Mohr's annotations and critiques of Arthurs' articles, as
well as an article written by Arthurs entitled "The
university and the rule of law."

1984-2007

(8) Bob Glossop. -- File consists of a letter from Bob
Glossop regarding Mohr's unpublished manuscript
'One-an-other,' as well as two poems written by Glossop.

[200-?]

(9) Istvan Anhalt. -- File consists of newspaper articles
about Istvan Anhalt, an article written by Anhalt with a
handwritten inscription to Mohr entitled "American
music," a program from the Kingston Symphony, a
keynote address from Anhalt from 2008 entitled "Of the
centre, periphery; exile, liberation, home, and the self,"
greeting cards, postcards and correspondence from
Anhlat to Mohr.

2000-2007

(10) Peter Bieselt. -- File consists of handwritten and typed
letters from Peter Bieselt, photographs, and a
newspaper article in German.

1996-2007

(11) Lorraine. -- File consists of correspondence between
Mohr and Lorraine [Berzins].

1999-2005

Call Number: 2013-039/005

(1) Jane Glassco. -- File consists of correspondence
between Mohr and Jane Glassco regarding personal
matters.

2004-2005

(2) Pierre Andre Wagner. -- File consists of correspondence
between Mohr and Pierre Andre Wagner, photographs,
and postcards. Documents are in German.

2002-2007

(3) Mark Novack. -- File consists of correspondence
between Mark Novak and Mohr regarding comments on
articles, politics, personal matters, and publishing
articles. File also includes: an article written by Novak
entitled "Biography after the end of metaphysics : a
critique of epigenetic evolution," photographs, and a
magazine article entitled "The unique power of Russia's
underground language" by Victor Erofeyev.

1984, 2000-2007

(4) Cyril Greenland. -- File consists of correspondence
between Mohr and Cyril Greenland regarding teaching
critical thinking to students, personal matters, politics,
universities, films, books, and archives. File also
includes: a printed online article entitled "Ashcroft's
coverup scandalizes U.S. capital" by Suzanne Fields, an

1993-2007
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article by Greenland entitled "At the Crichton Royal with
William Mayer-Gross," an article entitled "Psychiatry,
postmodernism and postnormal science" by Richard
Laugharne, a draft of Greenland's paper "Madness and
poetry : the case of Porphyria's lover," and a newsletter
from the Archives on the History of Canadian Psychiatry
and Mental Health Services.

(5) Michael Menzinger. -- File consists of correspondence
between Mohr and Michael Menzinger in German. File
also includes a copy of a newspaper article entitled
"People don't want to hear about God."

2002-2005

(6) Ron Bouchard. -- File consists of correspondence
between Mohr and Ron Bouchard regarding personal
matters, philosophy, and education . File includes a copy
of Bouchard's thesis proposal, and an essay entitled
"Obligation, autonomy and halachah" for Mohr's
comments.

2002-2003

(7) Toni Pickard. -- File consists of correspondence between
Mohr and Toni Pickard regarding Mohr's unpublished
manuscripts, philosophy, sociology, theory, personal
matters, writing, language, history, and culture. File also
includes an article written by Pickard entitled "Is real life
finally happening?"

2004-2007

(8) Todd Dufresne. -- File consists of correspondence
between Todd Dufresne and Mohr regarding Paul
Roazen, publishing a book, personal matters, and
reference letters written by Mohr. File also includes a
review by Dufresne entitled "Emotion and spirit :
questioning the claims," Dufresne's research proposal
for a postdoctoral fellowship, and "Freud and his
followers, or how psychoanalysis brings out the worst in
everyone" by Dufresne.

1994-1996

(9) B. Stuart 1986-1989

(10) Toni. -- File consists of letters and postcards from Toni
Pickard regarding criminal law, language, power,
hierarchy, yoga, personal matters, theory, education,
training and reading Mohr's articles. File also includes an
article by Pickard "Experience as teacher : discovering
the politics of law teaching" and a letter from Mohr
explaining his thoughts on Catharine A. Mackinnon's
article "Feminism."

1982-2000

(11) Stu 1995-1998

(12) Nick Tavouchi. -- File consists of letters from Nick
Tavouchi regarding reading, personal matters,
comments on Mohr's unpublished manuscripts,
technology, theory and sociology.

1983-2007

(13) Rupert. -- File consists of letters from Rupert Ross
regarding personal matters, aboriginal peoples,
colonialism, theory and justice. File also includes: copies
of newspaper articles with topics such as "Society needs
protection too," "Study finds prospects grim for many
abused children", "The way the Inuit see justice," and
"Justice committee targets poverty"; an article entitled
"Restorative justice : the New Zealand youth court: a
model for development in other courts?" by F.W.M.
McElrea; a report entitled "Traditional justice studies"; an

1993-1995
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article entitled "Beyond Institutions I"; and a paper
entitled "Dueling paradigms? Western criminal justice
versus aboriginal community healing" written by Ross.

(14) Richard Cullen. -- File consists of letters and postcards
regarding theory, philosophy, personal matters, travels,
and technology. File also includes a small collection of
articles sent by Cullen to Mohr on topics such as
philosophy, and short stories.

2000-2004

Call Number: 2013-039/006

(1) Richard Cullen. -- File consists of letters, greeting cards
and postcards. File also includes a colour and black and
white photocopy of Richard Cullen and Hans Mohr, as
well as copies of articles written by Richard Cullen with
inscriptions to Hans Mohr.

2005-2006

(2) Richard Cullen. -- File consists of letters, greeting cards
and postcards. File also consists of copies of articles
written by Richard Cullen with inscriptions to Hans Mohr;
print out copies of e-mail correspondence between
Richard Cullen and Yan Xu regarding Marxist theory and
China; print out copies of e-mail correspondence
between Paul VonNessen and Richard Cullen regarding
China; a copy of an article by Theodore Dalrymple
entitled "What the New Atheists Don't See" with an
inscription by Richard Cullen; an article written by Cullen
entitled "Political Reform in Hong Kong - Within Greater
China"; an article entitled "Who Owns China" written by
Richard Cullen and Yan Xu; and an article entitled
"Building a fair property regime on the mainland" written
by Richard Cullen and Yan Xu.

2007-2008

Call Number: 2013-039/007

Unpublished manuscripts by Hans Mohr

(1) Manuscript abstracts [200-]

(2) Memento Mori [between 1984 and
2004]

(3) The Owl of Minerva : a study in Hermetic Hermeneutics [between 1992 and
2001]

(4) The Owl of Minerva : post-Cartesian transformations [between 1992 and
2001]

(5) Personal biography : parts 1-3 [199-]

(6) Politics of aesthetics/aesthetics of politics 1994

(7) Oh-My-God 1999

(8) Idiotic logo/Idios logos 2001

Call Number: 2013-039/008

(1) The politics of aesthetics/the aesthetics of politics : Part
1

2001
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(2) The politics of aesthetics/the aesthetics of politics : Part
2

2001

(3) Jerusalem, Athens, Rome 1997

(4) Jerusalem, Athens, Rome : part 1 2002

(5) Jerusalem, Athens, Rome : part 2 2002

(6) Reading, writing, arithmetic 1998

(7) Reading, writing, arithmetic 2003

Call Number: 2013-039/009

(1) The absence of presence 1991

(2) The absence of presence : part 1 2001

(3) The absence of presence : part 2 2001

(4) Atonement : at-one-moment 1996

(5) Atonement : at-one-moment 2002

Call Number: 2013-039/010

(1) Back to (or away from) an enlightened humanism [between 2004 and
2007]

(2) One-an-other : part 1 [between 2002 and
2004]

(3) One-an-other : part 2 [between 2002 and
2004]

Call Number: 2013-039/011

Personal files of Hans Mohr

(1) Correspondence [19--]

(2) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
between Hans Mohr and some of his friends and
relatives, such as Marie Andree Bertrand and Shelby
Ferris Fitzpatrick. Some letters are written in German.
File also contains photographs, greeting cards, and
postcards.

[19--]

(3) Correspondence [195-]

(4) Personal notebook. -- File consists of a notebook entitled
"Reflexionen" handwritten by Hans Mohr in German.

1944-1952

(5) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence,
postcards and telegrams from friends and family written
in German. File also includes Hans Mohr's termination
document from the International Refugee Organization
Rehabilitation Centre in Ried, Austria; a salary voucher
from the War Relief Services of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference; and some letters written by Hans
Mohr in German about his work and life experiences
while he was in Canada.

1947-1951

(6) Personal notebook. -- File consists of a notebook [195-]
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handwritten by Hans Mohr written in German and a
document from Graz, Austria, written in German.

(7) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
written in German. Some letters are written by Hans
Mohr in German about his work and life experiences
while he was in Canada.

1952

(8) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
written in German. Some letters are written by Hans
Mohr in German about his work and life experiences
while he was in Canada.

1953

(9) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
written in German and English. Some letters are written
by Hans Mohr in German and English about his work
and life experiences while he was in Canada.

1954

(10) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
written in German, with some letters by Hans Mohr
about his work and life experiences while in Canada.

1955-1971

Call Number: 2013-039/012

(1) Correspondence. -- File consists of correspondence
written in English and German from friends and family.
Many letters are addressed to Ingeborg Mohr discussing
personal and professional events.

1972-1976

(2) Over-sized greeting cards and postcards [198-]-2004

(3) 50th wedding anniversary greeting cards and speeches 2002

(4) Greeting cards and letters 2002-2005

(5) Hanna Back 2004-2006 Access to file is closed
until the death of
Hanna Back.

Call Number: 2013-039/013

(1) Postcards 1936-2004

(2) Greeting Cards 1936-2004

Call Number: 2013-039/014

Unpublished manuscripts by Hans Mohr

(1) Hans Mohr manuscripts and papers [1984]-[2007]

(2) Hans Mohr letters 1987-2005

(3) Hans Mohr works [1984]-[2007]

Call Number: 2013-039/015

Academic files of Hans Mohr

(1) Curriculum vitae and publications list 1958-[1987]
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(2) Media controls [19--]

(3) A-not-so-modest proposal for restructuring graduate
studies in Law

[19--]

(4) Study of sentencing, conditional release and related
aspects of the correctional system

[19--]

(5) Social science and public policy in Canada : session 12 :
crime and delinquency

[19--]

(6) Notes on the formation of an institute of penal law and
penology

[19--]

(7) Law and justice : ontological tracings of the general and
particular

[19--]

(8) Law vs. psychiatry : a case that could not be made [19--]

(9) Research into crime and its treatment in Canada [19--]

(10) What is the future of criminal law? [19--]

(11) Letter to the editor : debate in prison sizes [19--]

(12) A documentary follow-up of sexual offenders referred to
the forensic out patient clinic

1960

(13) A follow-up study of sexual offenders part 2 : the
analysis of case records - first section

1961

(14) A follow-up study of sexual offenders part 2: the analysis
of case records - second section

1961

(15) Principles of inquiry in a follow-up study of sexual
offenders

1961

(16) Notes on the interactions between the medical and
social sciences and judicial policy

1962

(17) The pedophilias : their clinical, social, and legal
implications

1962

(18) Exhibitionism and pedophilia 1962

(19) Boundaries of social science and social philosophy in
the field of corrections

1962

(20) Phases in group treatment of immature adolescent
offenders

1962

(21) The mentally ill offender in the Oak Ridge hospital unit 1962

(22) The contribution of research to the selection of
appropriate alternatives for sexual offenders

1962

(23) Prison or hospital - some problems in the relationship
between criminal law and mental illness

1962

(24) Terminology and nosology : a central problem in
research of criminal phenomena

1963

(25) Principles and practice of group therapy with
adolescents

1963

(26) A short survey of sexual offenders in Kingston
penitentiary and in Ontario Reformatory, Millbrook

1963

(27) Empirical data as a basis for model formation with
special reference to sexually deviant behavior

1964

(28) Canadian criminal statistics : a report on the third
criminal law conference Osgoode Law School

3-4 April 1964
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(29) Potentialities for research in a remand and diagnostic
centre

1964

(30) A study of male sexual offenders charged in court over a
twelve month period

1964

(31) Legal aspects of mental retardation : panel and topics 1965

(32) An experiment in long interval group counseling 1965

(33) Research in sexual deviations and sexual offenses 1965

(34) Towards phenomenological models of criminal
transactions : Actus Reus reconsidered

1965

(35) Follow-up of male sexual offenders : empirical data and
their implications

1965

Call Number: 2013-039/016

(1) A study of male sexual offenders 1965

(2) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 1 : age
restrictions on sexual intercourse

1965

(3) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 2 : sexual
aspects of abduction charges

1965

(4) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 3 : rape and
attempted rape

1965

(5) Notes on the development of an empirical basis for
criminal legislation

1966

(6) The strategy of research in criminology [1966?]

(7) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 4 : indecent
assault on a female - section one

1966

(8) Matricide and mental illness 1966

(9) Mental illness and homicide 1966

(10) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 4 : indecent
assault on a female - section two

March 1967

(11) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 4 : indecent
assault on a female - section two

October 1967

(12) Sexual deviations : parts 1-4 1967

(13) Innocence, responsibility and perspective 1967

(14) Concepts of treatment and training and the role of the
audit court in corrections

1967

(15) Criminology research : carousel or blind man's buff 1967

(16) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 4 : indecent
assault on a female - section four

1968

(17) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 5 : contributing
to juvenile delinquency

1968

(18) Social sciences and social treatment 1968

(19) Concepts of treatment and training in the field of
corrections

1968

(20) A child has been molested 1968

(21) Sex offenders on probation : heterosexual pedophiles 1968
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(22) Sex offenders on probation : the exhibitionist 1968

(23) Sex offenders on probation : an overview 1968-1969

(24) Panel : sexual offenders : what treatment possibilities? -
assessment of treatment needs

1968

(25) Phenomenology and criminology 1968

(26) On-scene-off-scene 1969

(27) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 6 : indecent
act

1969

(28) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 7 : indecent
telephone calls

1969

(29) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 8 : indecent
assault on a male

1969

(30) Sex offenders on probation : homosexuality 1969

Call Number: 2013-039/017

(1) The prosecutor : an inquiry into the exercise of discretion
by Brian A. Grossman

1969

(2) The scope of interdisciplinary collaboration 1969

(3) Symposium : the treatment of sexual offenders 1969

(4) The non-Americanization of the unconscious [197-]

(5) Towards a free housing market 1970

(6) Sexual behavior and the criminal law part 9 : gross
indecency

1970

(7) Commentary on research planning and advisory
committees

(8) Historical justice and human awareness : a review article 1971

(9) Violence as a function of age and relationship with
special reference to matricide

1971

(10) Review : dreams, reality, and the spectrum of
polymorphous perversity

1972

(11) The philologist as generalist 1972

(12) Treatment of the sexual offender part 4 : evaluation of
treatment

1972

(13) The law reform of Canada : reflections and questions 1973

(14) Law and society : from proscription to discovery 1973

(15) Facts, figures, perceptions, and myths - ways of
describing and understanding crime

1973

(16) Security, anxiety and the flight into punishment 1973

(17) Nine opinions : would compulsory detention work? 1974

(18) A critique of some professional concerns with juvenile
delinquency

1974

(19) Corrections as personal history - interview with W.T.
McGrath

1974

(20) The legal and social implications of control mechanisms
: violence in the mass media

1975
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(21) Law, reform, and social change 1975

(22) The changing role of the profession : review and
reflection

1976

(23) Working paper on sexual offenses - preliminary draft 1976

(24) The politics of the family and the family in politics 1977

(25) Law and social work 1977

(26) The roles of interested parties in public legal education 1977

(27) Forensic psychiatry : a practical guide for lawyers and
psychiatrists - review

1977

(28) The roles of interested parties in public legal education 1977

(29) Reflections on diversions : summary and outlook derived
from and given to the first national conference on
diversion

1977

(30) Law and mental disorder : a critique of the law reform
commission of Canada

1978

(31) Post-Cartesian transformations : the cloud of knowing 1978

(32) Notes on childhood as stage and status 1979

(33) Knowledge/power : being/self chapter six [1979]

(34) Offensive sexuality : the re-negotiation of power and guilt 1979

(35) Mental disorder and the criminal trial process - review 1979

(36) Criminal law : the next fifty years 1979

(37) Burglary : the victim and the public - review 1979

(38) Parenting today 1979

(39) Imprisonment : a policy without direction 1979

(40) Social science and government policy : the case of the
law reform commission of Canada

1979

Call Number: 2013-039/018

(1) Political language : words that succeed and policies that
fail - review

1979

(2) New directions in sentencing 1979

(3) Towards a new Canada 1979

(4) Lobbying the corporation : citizen challenges to business
authority - review

1979

(5) Individual rights and the common good : the social
location of legal forms

1980

(6) Fin-de-Siecle Vienna : politics and culture - review 1980

(7) Laidlaw scholarship : a not so final report 1980

(8) New directions in sentencing 1980

(9) Psychoanalytic politics : Freud's French revolution 1980

(10) Family law and social policy - review 1980

(11) The non-Americanization of the unconscious - review 1980

(12) Psychoanalytic politics : Freud's French revolution 1980
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(13) Notes on the formation of an institute of penal law and
penology

1980

(14) How do we justify criminal justice? 1980

(15) Legislative prevention : hype or hope? 1981

(16) The phenomenology of the broken spirit 1981

(17) Age structures of pedophilia 1981

(18) Law and psychiatry in the Canadian context - review 1981

(19) Sexual aggression and the law : clinical and legal
practices reconsidered

1981

(20) Criminal justice and christian responsibility : the
secularization of criminal law

1981

(21) Criminal science : fools' paradise or Hell's Angels? 1981

(22) On Discreet/discrete discretion 1981

(23) Crime and redress 1982

(24) Alternatives to adjudication 1982

(25) Legal issues : a comparative United States and
Canadian Review

1982

(26) Psychiatry vs. law : the case for a counter-suit 1982

(27) Kurt Wolff vs. sociology 1982

(28) Who owns law? 1982

(29) Improving graduate studies in Canadian law schools 1983

(30) Law reform and social change : community and society,
social work and social work

1983

(31) The future of the family, the law and the state 1984

(32) Michel Foucault 1984

(33) The long-term incarceration issue : the banality of evil
and the pornography of power

1985

(34) Of women, idiots and children : the limits of law and
benevolence

1985

(35) Identifying equality problems : family 1985

(36) Theory and empiricism in law 1985

(37) The resolution of family conflict : review 1985

(38) Long-term incarceration 1985

(39) Mohr reply : the banality of ideology and the arrogance
of rationalism

1985

(40) Notes on a projected sentencing board 1985

(41) Punishment : a philosophical and criminological inquiry -
review

1986

(42) Criminal law : is there a legal or a social logic left for its
renewal?

1986

(43) Causes of violence : a socio-legal perspective 1986

(44) Review of Jerold S. Auerbach and H.W. Arthurs 1986

Call Number: 2013-039/019
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(1) Entre droit penale et science humaines 1987

(2) Law and learning revisited : discourse, theory, and
research

1987

(3) Reform of the criminal law : reflections on a conference
at the Inns of Court

1987

(4) Reflections on "the psycho-dynamics of oppression" 1988

(5) Legal training, legal profession and social welfare 1988

(6) The roots of resistance to penal abolition 1989

(7) Sentencing revisited 1990

(8) From Saussure to Derrida : margins of law 1993

(9) Emerging theories of law 1998

(10) Planes meeting configurations / by Hanna Back 2007

(11) Seminar on structuralism [1969-1989]

(12) Sociology 92-456 : the sociology of law [1969-1989]

(13) Seminar evaluations 1981

(14) Visiting lectures 1983

(15) Law 324 : children and the law 1984-1985

(16) Theory and empiricism in law 1985

(17) Graduate seminar on legal research, policy, and reform 1989-1990

Call Number: 2013-039/020

(1) Curriculum vitae of colleagues 1984-1994 Access to file is closed
until 2079, and is
permitted only through
a research agreement.
Please consult the
University Archivist.

(2) Transformation in the writing : a case of
surrender-and-catch / by Kurt H. Wolff

1992

(3) A whole, a fragment / by Kurt H. Wolff 2000

(4) What it contains / by Kurt H. Wolff 2001

Call Number: 2013-039/021

(1) Kurt H. Wolff. -- File consists of articles written by Kurt H.
Wolff that were sent to Hans Mohr for revision. Some
articles have annotations made by Hans Mohr. File also
consists of correspondence between Mohr and Wolff, as
well as correspondence between Mohr and publishers
regarding Mohr reviewing Wolf's works.

2001-2004

(2) A whole, a fragment / by Kurt H. Wolff. -- File consists of
correspondence between Hans Mohr and Lexington
Books regarding editing Kurt Wolff's books "What it
contains" and "A whole, a fragment." File also includes
an unedited proof for Wolff's book, "A whole, a
fragment."

2002

(3) What it contains / by Kurt H. Wolff. -- File consists of an 2002
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unedited proof copy from Lexington Books.

(4) The Anguillara drawings / by Kurt H. Wolff 1991

(5) Marie Andree Bertrand. -- File consists of
correspondence between Hans Mohr and Marie Andree
Bertrand, and articles written by Bertrand regarding
feminism, sexuality and the law. Some texts are written
in French.

1990-1992

(6) Marie Andree Bertrand. -- File consists of
correspondence between Hans Mohr and Marie Andree
Bertrand. File also includes articles written by Bertrand
regarding feminism, sexuality, colonization,
postmodernism and the law. Some texts are written in
French.

1993-1995

(7) Douglas Hay. -- File consists of Hay's article, "The
criminal prosecution in England and its historians."

1984

Call Number: 2013-039/022

(1) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of articles written by
Fitzpatrick: "New Europe and old stories : mythology and
legality in the European union"; "Relational power and
the limits of the law"; "Always more to do: capital
punishment and the decomposition of law"; and
"Nationalism, racism and the rule of law." File also
includes an untitled article about the idea of the nation.

1995-1997

(2) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of correspondence and
articles written by Fitzpatrick: "The pleasure of parricide"
and "The lost temporality of law." File also includes
chapters of a book entitled "Position," "Law,"
"Nationalism," and "Globalism."

1998-1999

(3) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of articles written by
Peter Fitzpatrick: "Laws of post colonialism : an insistent
introduction"; "Enacted in the destiny of sedentary
peoples : racism, discovery and the grounds of law"; "An
empire of liberty? Locating the new legal imperialism";
"Law like poetry"; "These mad abandon'd times"; "Law in
the domains of death : capital punishment and legal
imperialism"; and "Laws of empire : American
imperialism and resistant legality." Many of the articles
include inscriptions written by Fitzpatrick to Hans Mohr.

[1999-2002]

(4) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of articles written by
Fitzpatrick: "Gods would be needed : an American
empire and the rule of international law" and "We know
what it is when you do not ask us : the unchallengeable
nation." Both articles include annotations made by Hans
Mohr.

[2003-2004]

(5) Peter Fitzpatrick part 3. -- File consists of articles written
by Fitzpatrick: "The inevitability of law"; "The triumph of a
departed world : law, the sacred and the American
empire"; "No higher duty : Mabo and the failure of legal
foundation"; "Founding the normative : poststructural law
and the constitution of peoples" and "Precolonialism -
Nelson Mandela and the law of the law." File also
includes an article by Peter Goodrich entitled "A delirious
profession" and correspondence between Hans Mohr
and Fitzpatrick. Articles include annotations by Mohr.

[20--]
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(6) Peter Fitzpatrick part 4. -- File consists of articles written
by Fitzpatrick: "Asylum histories"; "Taking place :
aboriginality and the failure of legal foundation";
"Introduction - law's resistance"; "The already stifling
reign of society : sociology and the containment of law";
"The coincidence of opposites : American empire and
the rule of law"; "An unavowable community : positivism
and the quality of international legal being"; "Social
theories"; and "Unlikely assassins : imperialism and the
ends of international law." Articles include annotations
made by Hans Mohr.

[20--]

Call Number: 2013-039/023

(1) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of articles written by
Fitzpatrick: "In the end, or the cause of law"; "Copying
right : cultural property and the limits of occidental law";
"The triumph of a departed world : law, modernity and
the sacred"; and "What are the gods to us now? Secular
theology and the modernity of law." Articles include
annotations made by Hans Mohr.

[2005]

(2) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of articles written by
Fitzpatrick: "The believer"; "Taking place : the spaces
and timing of law"; "Access as justice"; "The damned
world : culture and its incompatibility with law"; and "Bare
sovereignty : homo sacer and the insistence of law."
Articles include annotations made by Hans Mohr.

[2005]

(3) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of articles written by
Fitzpatrick: "The new constitutionalism : the global, the
postcolonial and the constitution of nations"; "Latin roots
: imperialism and the formation of modern law"; "Is
humanity enough? The secular theology of human
rights"; "The law of international law"; "What are the
gods to us now? Secular theology and the modernity of
law"; "The normality of the exception in democracy's
empire"; and "The triumph of a departed world : law, the
sacred and the American empire." Articles include
annotations made by Hans Mohr.

[2006-2007]

(4) Peter Fitzpatrick. -- File consists of articles written by
Fitzpatrick: "Making difference : modernity and the
political formations of death"; "Law as theory :
constitutive thought in the formation of practice"; and
"Surpassing sovereignty." Articles include annotations
made by Hans Mohr.

[2009-2012]

(5) Martin L. Friedland. -- File consists of articles by
Friedland: "The case of Valentine Shortis - yesterday
and today" and "R.S. Wright's model criminal code : a
forgotten chapter in the history of the criminal law."

1981, 1991

(6) F.C. DeCoste. -- File consists of articles written by
DeCoste: "Compulsory arbitration of interest disputes :
rational model or social necessity"; "Radical discourse in
legal theory : Hart and Dworkin"; "Retrieving positivism :
law as bibliolatry"; "Feminist legal literature"; a book
review of William Conklin's "Images of a constitution";
and a book review of Richard Devlin's text "Canadian
perspectives on legal theory."

1985, 1989-1991

(7) Todd Dufresne. -- File consists of an article written by 1995
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Dufresne and Gary Genosko, "Jones on ice :
psychoanalysis and figure skating," and an article written
by Dufresne in German.

(8) Ioan Davies. -- File consists of articles written by Davies:
"Time, aesthetics and critical theory" and "Marxism and
education."

1975-1976

(9) Peter Macnaughton-Smith. -- File consists of articles
written by Macnaughton-Smith: "Some statistical and
other numerical techniques for classifying individuals";
"First steps in an empirical study of the nature of real
and imaginary crime"; and "Improving the criminal law."
File also includes correspondence between
Macnaughton-Smith and Hans Mohr regarding the
articles. Some articles are annotated by Mohr.

1965-1976

(10) John O'Neill. -- File consists of articles written by O'Neill:
"Discussion : situation and temporality"; "Authority and
the body-politic"; "Can phenomenology be critical?";
"Sociology as a skin trade"; and "Self prescription and
social Machiavellianism," which is annotated by Hans
Mohr.

1968-1971

Call Number: 2013-039/024

(1) Charles David Axelrod part 1. -- File consists of articles
written by Axelrod: "Commentary on Hegel's stoicism
and skepticism" and "These are the toldot and ytzchak."

[19--]

(2) Charles David Axelrod part 2. -- File consists of articles
written by Axelrod: "Chapter two : tentatively entitled the
bones of Joseph"; "Chapter three : you are my
witnesses"; "Chapter three : and the God tested
Abraham"; and three other articles with no titles
regarding religion.

[19--]

(3) Charles David Axelrod part 3. -- File consists of chapters
from the larger text, "These are the toldot and ytzchak."

[19--]

(4) Alan Hunt. -- File consists of articles written by Hunt:
"The theory of critical legal studies"; "The critique of law :
what is critical about critical legal theory?"; "Dworkin's
dutiful daughters : gender discrimination in law's empire";
"Law and the constitution of soviet society : the case of
comrade Lenin"; and "What is wrong with rights?"

1986-1988

(5) Alan Hunt. -- File consists of articles written by Hunt:
"Law as a mode of regulation : a theory of law for new
times"; "Marxism, law, legal theory and jurisprudence";
"Rights and social movements : counter - hegemonic
strategies"; and "Why did Foucault get law so wrong?
Reflections on law, power and sovereignty." Some
articles are annotated by Hans Mohr.

1989-1991

(6) Alan Hunt. -- File consists of articles written by Hunt:
"The great masturbation panic and the discourses of
moral regulation" and "Compulsion to virtue : societies
for reformation of manners and the legal prosecution of
vice."

1995

(7) John R. Seeley. -- File consists of articles written by
Seeley: "Can social work be social action?"; "Lex salutis,
salus legis"; "The fateful trumpet"; "Thirty nine articles :

1959-1968
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toward a theory of social theory"; "The making and
taking of problems toward an ethical stance"; "Academia
turbata : a plea for a new university"; "In defense of the
college psychiatrist"; "The problem of social problems";
"Quo warranto : The Berkeley issue"; "Community
psychiatry : the sociological specter"; "The epistemonical
society"; and a book review of "The university game"
published in The Globe and mail. File also includes
correspondence between Seeley and Hans Mohr
regarding the articles, personal and professional events,
and Seeley's list of publications.

Call Number: 2013-039/025

(1) Cyril Greenland part 1. -- File consists of articles written
by Greenland: "Social class and schizophrenia";
"Measuring remotivation"; "L'affaire shortis and the
Valleyfield murders"; "The treatment of the mentally
retarded in Ontario"; "Family care of mental patients";
"Richard Maurice Burke, M.D., 1837-1902 : a pioneer of
scientific psychiatry"; "Services for the mentally retarded
in Ontario, 1870-1930"; "Unmarried mothers in Canada :
who are they? What needs to be done?"; "The life and
death of Louis Riel"; "Richard Maurice Bucke, M.D. : the
evolution of a mystic"; "Ernest Jones in Toronto,
1908-1913"; and "C.K. Clarke : a founder of Canadian
psychiatry." File also includes articles about delinquency,
psychology, the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry, and the
role of the family, as well as correspondence and a
pamphlet for the Richard Maurice Bucke exhibition from
1963.

1961-1971

(2) Brian Slattery. -- File consists of articles written by
Slattery: "Rights, communities and tradition"; "Are
constitutional cases political?"; and "The meaning of a
constitution."

1988-1989, 1991

(3) Julian V. Roberts. -- File consists of articles written by
Roberts: "Selective recall for personally relevant
communications"; "Social psychology, social attitudes,
and attitudes toward sentencing"; and "The
attitude-memory relationship after 40 years : a
meta-analysis of the literature."

1983-1985

(4) Andrew Petter. -- File consists of an article written by
Petter, "The politics of the charter."

1985-1986

(5) Allan C. Hutchinson. -- File consists of articles written by
Hutchinson: "Beyond Babel : the politics of statutory
interpretation"; "In training"; "From cultural construction
to historical deconstruction"; "Law, politics, and the
critical legal scholars : the unfolding drama of American
legal thought"; "Alien thoughts : a comment on
constitutional scholarship"; "The rise and ruse of
administrative law and scholarship"; "Beyond no-fault";
and "Parts of an essay on power and interpretation --
with suggestions on how to make bouillabaisse." File
also includes copies of letters sent by Hans Mohr to
Hutchinson regarding these articles.

1984-1985

(6) Allan C. Hutchinson. -- File consists of articles written by
Hutchinson: "Tribal noises"; "Indiana Dworkin and law's

1986-1990
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empire"; "From speech to democratic dialogue : an
opening gambit"; "Democracy and determinacy : an
essay on legal interpretation"; "That's just the way it is :
Langille on law"; "A poetic champion composes : Unger
(not) on ecology and women"; and a book review entitled
"The three R's : reading, rorty, radically."

(7) Toni Pickard. -- File consists of articles written by
Pickard: "Culpable mistakes and rape : relating mens rea
to the crime" and "Is real life finally happening." File also
includes a bibliography of critical legal studies by
Duncan Kennedy and Karl Klare.

1980-1981, 1985

(8) Paul Roazen. -- File consists of articles written by
Roazen: "Freud and Lytton Strachey : an uncanny
parallel"; "Nietzsche and Freud : two voices from the
underground"; "Erik H. Erikson as a teacher";
"Introduction to the transaction edition"; "Privacy and
therapy"; "Psychoanalytical ethics: Edoardo Weiss,
Freud and Mussolini"; "Jung and anti-semitism"; "The
rise and fall of Bruno Bettelheim"; and a review of
Hannah S. Decker's book, "Freud, Dora and Vienna
1900." File also includes articles of interest sent by
Roazen to Hans Mohr.

1990-1992

Call Number: 2013-039/026

(1) Mari Matsuda. -- File consists of articles written by
Matsuda about critical legal studies, law and culture,
feminist critiques on theories of justice, legal knowledge,
racism and speech, and voices of America.

1987-1991

(2) Paul Roazen. -- File consists of articles written by
Roazen about law, philosophy, psychoanalysis, and
critiques on legal theorists. One article is written in
French. File also includes book reviews written by
Roazen. Many articles are inscribed to Hans Mohr with
messages.

1994-1997

(3) Duncan Kennedy. -- File consists of articles written by
Kennedy about law in economic thought,
phenomenology and the rule of law, and legal theory.
Many articles are inscribed to Hans Mohr with
messages.

[1984]-1985, 1988

(4) Barry D. Stuart part 1. -- File consists of the introduction
and parts 1 to 5 of Stuart's thesis, "Guiding principles :
designing and introducing peacemaking circles."

1998

(5) Barry D. Stuart part 2. -- File consists of parts 6 to 9,
conclusion and appendix of Stuart's thesis, "Guiding
principles : designing and introducing peacemaking
circles."

1998

(6) William Conklin. -- File consists of articles written by
Conklin about access to justice and the legal theory of
Horkheimer and Adorno.

1985-1986

(7) Roderick A. MacDonald. -- File consists of articles
written by Macdonald: "Critical legal pluralism as a
construction of normativity and the emergence of law";
"Should judges be legal pluralists?"; "The design of
constitutions to accommodate linguistic, cultural and
ethnic diversity : the Canadian experiment"; "Les vieilles

1995-1996, 1998
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gardes"; "Law and chocolate bunnies"; "... but everyone
else is allowed to"; and "Metaphors of multiplicity : civil
society, regimes and legal pluralism." Many of the
articles are annotated by Hans Mohr. File also consists
of correspondence between Macdonald and Mohr
regarding the articles and the Law Commission of
Canada.

Call Number: 2013-039/027

Academic files of Hans Mohr

(1) Roderick A. MacDonald. -- File consists of articles
written by Macdonald: "It's not fair, he hit me first!"; "Is
law about issuing orders or making rules?"; "Measure for
measure"; "Le droit pedagogue"; "Why is it so difficult to
combat elder abuse and, in particular, financial
exploitation of the elderly?"; "Perspectives on informal
legal relations between languages and law in Europe";
"Perspectives on personal relationships"; "Acts of
commission and acts of omission"; "Interrogating
inquiries"; and "Lessons of law"; and "Metaphors of
multiplicity : civil society, regimes and legal pluralism."
Many of the articles are annotated by Hans Mohr. File
also consists of correspondence between Macdonald
and Mohr regarding the articles and the Law
Commission of Canada, as well as a paper prepared for
the Law Commission of Canada, "Major issues relating
to organized crime : within the context of economic
relationships."

1999

(2) Roderick A. MacDonald. -- File consists of articles
written by Macdonald: "Pursuing justice"; "Epistles to
apostles"; "By any other name"; "In the beginning was
the word"; "Let our future not be behind us : the legal
profession in changing times"; "The fridge-door statute";
"The acoustics of accountability : towards well-tempered
tribunals"; and "Metaphors of multiplicity : civil society,
regimes and legal pluralism." Many of the articles are
annotated by Hans Mohr. File also consists of
correspondence between Macdonald and Mohr
regarding the articles and the Law Commission of
Canada.

2000-2001

(3) Roderick A. MacDonald. -- File consists of articles
written by Macdonald: "The governance of human
agency"; "Legal republicanism and legal pluralism : two
takes on identity and diversity"; "What is graduate legal
education for?"; and "Triangulating social law reform."
Many of the articles are annotated by Hans Mohr.

2002-2003

(4) Roderick A. MacDonald. -- File consists of articles
written by Macdonald: "Orchestrating legal
multilingualism" and "The acoustics of accountability :
towards well-tempered tribunals." Many of the articles
are annotated by Mohr. File also includes two articles on
law written in French.

2004

(5) Roderick A. MacDonald. -- File consists of articles
written Macdonald: "Kaleidoscopic federalism";
"Patchwork law reform : your idea is good in practice, but

[2005, 2007]
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it won't work in theory"; and "Frames of reference." Many
of the articles are annotated by Hans Mohr.

Call Number: 2013-039/028

(1) Harry W. Arthurs. -- File consists of articles written by
Arthurs entitled: "Rethinking administrative law : a
slightly dicey business"; "Jonah and the whale : the
appearance, disappearance and reappearance of
administrative law"; "How law is made : speculations
upon the past, present and future of legal pluralism";
"Protection against judicial review"; and "Developing
industrial citizenship : a challenge for Canada's second
century."

1967, 1979-1982

(2) Harry W. Arthurs. -- File consists of articles written by
Arthurs entitled: "Without the law : courts of local and
special jurisdiction in nineteenth century England"; "The
law giveth : the law taketh away : an agnostic's notes on
the rule of law in Canada"; "Law, society and the
economy"; "Prometheus unbound : law in the university";
"Climbing Kilimanjaro : ethics for postmodern
professionals"; "A lot of knowledge is a dangerous thing :
will the legal profession survive the knowledge
explosion?"; "The historical chauffeur : university
governance in troubled times"; and a book review for
E.P. Thompson's "Customs in common : studies in
traditional popular culture." Some articles include
inscriptions written by Arthurs to Mohr.

1984-1995

(3) Harry W. Arthurs. -- File consists of articles written by
Arthurs and annotated by Hans Mohr, entitled: "The new
economy and the demise of industrial citizenship";
"Landscape and memory : labour law, legal pluralism
and globalization"; "Globalization of the mind : the
Canadian state and the end of elite accommodation";
"Changing world-challenging times : lawyering in
Canada in the 21st century"; "In the belly of the architect
: ruminations on university planning and politics";
"Drowning by numbers : the humanities in university
decision making"; "Labour law without the state?"; "Law,
legal institutions, and the legal profession in the new
economy"; and "Mechanical arts and merchandise :
Canadian public administration in the new economy."

1996

(4) Harry W. Arthurs. -- File consists of articles written by
Arthurs and annotated by Hans Mohr entitled: "The
collective labour law of a global economy"; "Labour law
and industrial relations in the global economy";
"Globalization and its discontents"; "Mechanical arts and
merchandise : Canadian public administration in the new
economy"; "Globalization of the mind : Canadian elites
and the restructuring of legal fields"; "The political
economy of Canadian legal education"; "Tina x 2 :
constitutionalizing neo-conservatism and regional
economic integration"; and "The constitution of the new
public domain."

1997-1999

(5) Harry W. Arthurs. -- File consists of draft articles written
by Arthurs and annotated by Hans Mohr entitled: "What
do we think we know about law? The politics of legal
knowledge"; "Reinventing labor law for the global

2000-2001
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economy"; "A new constitution for the public domain :
Canadian governance in the wake of globalization,
neo-liberalism, regionalism and populism"; "The new
constitutionalism and the prospects for the activist state";
"The world turned upside down : are changes in political
economy and legal practice transforming legal education
and scholarship? Or vice versa?"; "Governance : civil
society, the state, the economy"; "Where have you gone,
John R. Commons, now that we need you so?";
"Corporate self-regulation : political economy, state
regulation and reflexive labour law"; and "Poor Canadian
legal education : so near to Wall Street, so far from
God."

(6) Harry W. Arthurs. -- File consists of draft articles written
by Arthurs and annotated by Hans Mohr entitled
"Canada's constitutional moment"; "Constitutionalism
now : of high hopes, low cunning, true believers and
false gods"; "Corporate self-regulation : political
economy, state regulation and reflexive labour law";
"National traditions in labour law scholarship : the
Canadian case"; "The constitutional entrenchment of neo
liberalism in the Canadian federation"; "Commentary :
panel on comparative constitutionalism Law and Society
Association"; "Remarks to convocation University of
Toronto"; "Remarks to convocation University of
Montreal"; "Remarks of Harry W. Arthurs Killam Laureate
in the Social Sciences, Ottawa, April 25, 2002"; "Less
than meets the eye : how judges, tribunal members and
labour lawyers adjust to globalization"; and "Woe unto ye
judges : or how reading Frankfurter and Greene, The
Labour Injunction, ruined me as a labour lawyer and
made me as an academic."

2002

(7) Harry W. Arthurs. -- File consists of articles written
Arthurs and annotated by Hans Mohr entitled "The
spider, the bee, the snail and the camel : legal
knowledge, practice, culture, institutions and power in a
changing world"; "What immortal hand or eye? : who will
redraw the boundaries of labour law?"; "Vox populi :
populism, the legislative process and the Canadian
constitution"; "From governance to political economy :
insights from a study of relations between corporations
and workers"; "Corporate self-regulation : political
economy, state regulation and reflexive labour law"; and
"Law and learning in an era of globalization."

2005-2007

(8) Harry W. Arthurs. -- File consists of draft articles written
by Arthurs and annotated by Hans Mohr entitled "The
hollowing out of corporate Canada? How the
microphysics of power may shape the fate of nations";
"The pachyderm and the predator : two fables about the
social regulation of the global firm"; "Constitutional
courage"; "The administrative state goes to market";
"Does the charter matter?"; and "Vox populi : populism,
the legislative process and the Canadian constitution."

2003-2004

Call Number: 2013-039/029

(1) Harry J. Glasbeek. -- File consists of draft articles on law
and politics, capitalism, and fault versus no-fault systems

1984-1985
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of insurance.

(2) Cyril Greenland part 2. -- File consists of draft articles
written by Cyril Greenland about psychology, psychiatry,
and schizophrenia, as well as notarized German
documents accrediting a professor as a medical
professional.

1958-1961

(3) Articles. -- File consists of newspaper and journal
articles about Hans Mohr and his work in law, the social
sciences and psychiatry.

[1970-1990]

Call Number: 2013-039/030

(1) Conference on critical legal studies. -- File consists of
two conference books with articles on themes such as
McCarthyism, bigotry and harassment on campus.

1988-1989

(2) Critical legal studies national conference. -- File consists
a conference book with articles on themes such as
feminism, labour law, legal theory, social thought,
equality, academic, liberal jurisprudence and rights and
politics by authors such as Alan Freeman, Gary Peller,
Lucinda M. Finley, Mari J. Matsuda, Catherine A.
Mackinnon and Elizabeth M. Schneider.

[1988]

(3) Domestic partnerships conference. -- File consists a
conference book with articles on themes such as
western legal culture, registered partnerships, religion,
private international law and marital rights and
obligations by authors such as Thomas Anderson,
Christine Davies and Martha Bailey.

1999

(4) Max Planck institute part 1. -- File consists of articles,
offprints and pamphlets regarding the activities of the
Max Planck Institute. File also includes articles written by
Hans F. Zacher. Many articles are written in German.

1977-1984

(5) Max Planck institute part 2. -- File consists of articles,
offprints and pamphlets regarding the activities of the
Max Planck Institute. File also includes articles written by
Hans F. Zacher. Many articles are written in German.

1985, 1989-1990

Call Number: 2013-039/031

Academic files of Hans Mohr

(1) Clinical judgments and citizen reviews and the children's
act

1984

(2) International congress on law and psychiatry 1982

(3) Offender management and offender programs... 1987

(4) National consultation on sentencing... 1983

(5) Young Offenders Act part 1 1988-1989

(6) Young Offenders Act part 2 1983, 1987-1988

Call Number: 2013-039/032

(1) Phenology and existentialism [1959-1973]
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(2) Psychiatric and medical articles [196-]-1984

(3) German linguistics 1983-1994

(4) Postmodernism and law 1985-1991

(5) Rhetoric, language and the law 1982-1985, [2004]

(6) Family, children, and law 1985-1986

(7) Feminism part 1 - T. Brettel Dawson [197-]-[199-]

(8) Feminism part 2 [197-]-[199-]

(9) Feminism part 3 [197-]-[199-]

(10) Statistics Canada [199-]

(11) Law reform [197-]-[199-]

Call Number: 2013-039/033

(1) Legal theory and philosophy part 1. -- File consists of
correspondence between Mohr and Elspeth Latimer
regarding Mohr's presentation at a colloquium for social
work. File also includes his working notes, a newspaper
article and a paper entitled "A response to the Children's
Act : a consultation paper," published by the Ministry of
Community and Social Services.

[197-]-[198-]

(2) Law and legal theory part 2. -- File consists of
correspondence between Hans Mohr, David N.
Weisstub, Lionel Belivea, and as well as Judge Fudge,
regarding Mohr's participation in the International
Congress on Law and Psychiatry. File also includes his
working notes and a paper entitled "Law versus
psychiatry : a case that could not be made," in addition
to two articles on psychiatry and the treatment of
patients. Some documents are in French.

[197-]-[198-]

(3) Crime and criminal law. -- File consists of the report,
"Offender management and offender programs : briefing
material prepared for the Standing Committee on Justice
and Solicitor General" prepared by the Offender Policy
and Program Development Sector, Correctional Services
Canada.

[197-]-[199-]

(4) Law and learning : legal education. -- File consists of a
paper, "Criminal Law Review phase II : sentencing
consultation paper."

[197-]-[199-]

(5) Miscellaneous part 1. -- File consists of reports and
articles regarding sentencing and the Young Offender's
Act by Mohr and the Church Council on Justice and
Corrections.

[197-]-[199-]

(6) Miscellaneous part 2. -- File consists of reports and
articles regarding sentencing and the Young Offender's
Act by Hans Mohr and the Church Council on Justice
and Corrections.

[197-]-[199-]

Call Number: 2013-039/034

Personal files of Hans Mohr
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File: Title: Date(s): Note:



(1) Photograph of criminology seminar on the persistent
offender

1963

(2) Ingeborg's art exhibit guest book 1984-1997

(3) Birthday greetings card. -- File consists of a card that
includes photographs of family and friends.

[198-]-[200-]

Call Number: 2013-039/035

Personal files of Hans Mohr

(1) Plan von Wien. -- Scale 1:20 000. -- 1 map : col. ; 44 x
44 cm. -- File consists of a map of Vienna.

1942
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